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Abstract

The literature that has previously shown that boys outperform girls in math tests has failed to explain

the underlying causes of the phenomenon. This math gender gap has been documented to vary across

countries, and shown to grow as students advance through school. In this paper I suggest that these

patterns may be explained by sample selection caused by gender differences in schooling’s opportunity

costs, which lead lower-achieving males to drop out. I present and test the implications of a labor supply

model that examines the opportunity cost of school attendance and, thereby, the observed math gender

gap. Using an exogenous policy change, the launch of a conditional cash transfers program in Colombia,

I estimate that sample selection explains between 50 percent and 60 percent of the gap. Estimates of

non-parametric bounds show that selection in the lower quantiles of the male distribution explains a

significant portion of the gap.
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1. Introduction

It has been widely documented that male students outperform female students on standardized math

tests. Many possible explanations - including biological, social and cultural causes - have been put

forward, no consensus explanation for the math gender gap has thus far emerged.1 Recent evidence

has additionally shown that the math gender gap varies extensively across countries, and its magnitude5

increases with each additional schooling grade (i.e. increases monotonically) (Fryer and Levitt, 2010;

Bharadwaj et al., 2016; Contini et al., 2017). Cross-country variation has been largely attributed to

gender-biased environments (Guiso et al., 2008; Pope and Sydnor, 2010; Fryer and Levitt, 2010). Mono-

tonic increases have not yet been fully explained, at least for the United States, Chile and Italy (Fryer

and Levitt, 2010; Bharadwaj et al., 2016; Contini et al., 2017) where the phenomenon has been studied.10
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In this paper, I suggest sample selection as one underlying explanation for the observed patterns of a

gap that varies across countries and increases as students get older. The previous literature has ignored

sample selection and has instead focused on observable attributes among test takers. In this literature,

the math gender gap has usually been computed as a test score mean difference among students enrolled15

in school. Sample selection vastly influences the estimation of any average test score among enrolled

students simply because the test excludes all individuals who dropped out of school before the examina-

tion took place (Hanushek and Woessmann, 2011). Students typically share common characteristics that

correlate with the final decision on whether to remain in school. Gender is a particular characteristic

that suffers from sample selection. Male (female) students may drop out at higher rates than female20

(male) students because they have more incentive to quit school and enter the labor market, for example.

There is a particularly strong relationship between the math gender gap and sample selection, espe-

cially in developing countries where school dropout rates are higher. As shown in Figure 1, I use data

from the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2009, 2012, and 2015 to present a25

partial residual plot between the gap and sample selection -measured as the female-to-male ratio for

developed and developing countries. 2 Both the ratio of female-to-male students, and the gap between

female and male math scores show a much stronger correlation in developing countries where selective

dropout may be more an issue.

30

Gender-selective dropout may be caused by many factors including differences in the opportunity cost

of schooling or differences in preferences between males and females. I, therefore, present a stylized labor

supply model that highlights the interaction between these two effects. The model predicts that, under

some relatively mild conditions, if the opportunity cost of schooling is larger for males, the observed

male scores will be higher than the female scores -implying a positive math gender gap. The model also35

suggests that schooling subsidies increase overall enrollment, but the effect on female enrollment is higher

if males’ opportunity cost of schooling is larger. Lastly, the model predicts a positive correlation between

the observed math gender gap and gender differences in youth wages and employment. The paper focuses

on labor market gender differences, although differences in taste may also play an important role.

40

I use test score data from Colombia to empirically evaluate the model’s predictions. Colombia pro-

vides an ideal test of the model for three reasons: First, the math gender gap and the female-to-male

2Following Fryer and Levitt (2010), sample selection is measured by the female-to-male ratio of students taking the
test. The math gender gap is computed as the male average test score minus the female average test score -standardized
to have mean equal zero and standard deviation equal one. The specification includes as covariates per capita GDP and
year dummies.
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Figure 1: Partial Residual Plot of the Math Gender Gap and the Female-to-Male Ratio

Note: Each dot in the graph represents a country in PISA 2009, 2012, and 2015. The
horizontal-axis corresponds to the residuals female-to-male ratio of students taking the
test on a regression including log GDP per capita and year dummies. The vertical-axis
corresponds to the residuals of a regression with the math gender gap as dependent
variable on log GDP per capita and year dummies. The gender gap is computed as
the math female average subtracted from the male average using the correspondent
sample weights.

ratio among test takers in Colombia are very high compared with other countries.3 Second, Colombia

started in 2001 a conditional cash transfer program, “Familias en Acción” (FA), that provided low income

families with subsidies for sending children to school and attending routine medical check-up appoint-45

ments. Previous work has suggested that FA increased school enrollment without affecting test scores

(Attanasio et al., 2010; Baez and Camacho, 2011), which constitutes an ideal setting for an instrumental

variable approach. Third, the data include nearly all students enrolled in school; as a result, the only

source of selection is related to school enrollment.

50

I then present suggestive graphical evidence of the model’s predictions using the yearly evolution

of test scores, enrollment, youth wages, and youth employment for males and females, separately. The

plots show that the math gender gap is always positive and positively correlated with male youth wages

and employment. Relative male school enrollment decreases when the math gender gap increases. I

also compute the conditional math gender gap and estimate regression quantiles to test whether or not55

observable features may explain the gap’s magnitude. The results suggest that the average magnitude

of the gap is unexplained by any covariate even including school fixed effects. Nonetheless, it increases

with test performance such that it is larger for high-achieving students.

3In section 4.1, I present detailed statistics on Colombia’s math gender gap and female-to-male ratio among test takers.
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Additionally, I formally test the model’s predictions using the exogenous variation induced by “Fa-60

milias en Acción”. I compute a control function estimator, equivalent to a two-step least squares (2SLS)

regression estimator, that quantifies the causal relationship between sample selection and the math gen-

der gap. The results imply that the program exogenously increases the female-to-male ratio on the

sample of test takers; thus, a 10 percent increase in the female-to-male ratio increases the math gender

gap in 0.05 to 0.07 standard deviations. These magnitudes correspond to 50 percent to 60 percent of65

Colombia’s documented math gender gap. I undertake robustness checks to test the exogenous nature of

the program and find that its implementation across municipalities was not related to test scores. More-

over, I find that sample selection also affects the reading gender gap in a very similar magnitude that

the effect on the math gender gap. These results are robust to alternative measures of sample selection.

70

Finally, I estimate the math gap between the genders in different high school grades, and find that

Colombia’s gap increases monotonically with schooling grades. This monotonic increase, however, is

accompanied by an increase in the female-to-male ratio. Male students score higher test scores in each

additional grade, but also their relative number among test takers decreases. To examine this relation-

ship, I estimate non-parametric bounds that trim the samples and simulate different potential scenarios75

(Lee, 2009). I find that the monotonic increase can be almost completely attributed to sample selection

if there is only selection among low achieving male students. I find evidence that poor (presumably

lower-skilled) male students drop out with increasing frequency with each additional year of education.

The paper contributes to the existing literature in several respects. First, it explores a stylized the-80

oretical model that explains how observed gender differences in test-score performance may be related

to labor market outcomes. Second, it gives an explanation for the gap’s monotonic increase and cross-

location variation, and quantifies the effect of sample selection on the gap. Third, it complements the

existing literature on the gender gap, providing an additional perspective that has not yet been studied

in depth.85

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related literature. Section 3

describes the theoretical framework. Section 4 presents the background and data used. Section 5 gives

detail on the empirical strategy. Section 6 empirically assesses the model’s predictions and presents the

causal estimates of sample selection on the math gender gap. Section 7 discusses how the gap’s monotonic90

increase is related to selection among low achieving male students. Section 8 concludes.
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2. Related Literature

Very recent and influential literature has documented that the gap in math performance between

male and female students varies across locations, and increases monotonically with each additional year

of schooling. Fryer and Levitt (2010), arguably the most influential paper in this literature, documents95

the evolution of the gender gap in mathematics in the early years of schooling the United States. Their

cross-country comparisons, which use the gender ratio of test takers to control for sample selection, sug-

gest that observable features do not explain the gap; they conclude that only gender-equality measures

may explain-cross country variation. Bharadwaj et al. (2016) document a gap in math performance

between boys and girls in low- and middle-income countries, and, again, suggest that this increases100

monotonically with years of schooling. They test for multiple potential hypotheses using Chilean data,

and conclude that only self-assessed ability may be a potential determinant. In research conducted in

Italy, (Contini et al., 2017) finds that the math gender gap increases as students enter higher grades and

that the gap is higher for high-achieving students. These three papers test many potential hypotheses,

but find no conclusive determinant for the pattern.105

In addition, a large body of literature has found multiple other potential determinants for the ex-

istence - but not for the patterns- of the mathematics gap. Golsteyn and Schils (2014) suggest that

biological differences in resources, such as IQ and non-cognitive factors, and in the use of these resources

explain big part. Pope and Sydnor (2010) state that the math gender gap across states of the U.S. may110

be explained by differentiated social environments. Guiso et al. (2008) and Nollenberger et al. (2016)

attribute differentiated gender performance in standardized tests to cultural inequalities, in addition to

biological and social aspects. Bedard and Cho (2010) show that the gap is correlated with more pro-

female sorting and more streaming/tracking. 4 Dickerson et al. (2015) find that the gap in Africa is

primarily explained by differences in women education, by percentage of Muslims, and by fertility rates.115

Niederle and Vesterlund (2010) suggest that the gap exists because of gender differences in responses to

test-taking environments. Finally, Autor et al. (2016) suggest that boys benefit more than females from

exposure to higher-quality schools, and this may explain the math gender gap.

Despite this large number of potential determinants, none of the previously cited papers discusses the120

importance of sample selection. The studies that do mention sample selection as a potential determinant

do not focus on quantifying the weight of it. Lai (2010), for instance, estimates the evolution of the

gap in China and finds that his main results may be driven by sample selection. In his case, however,

selection is caused by observable missing students (censored data) rather than school dropout, which

4Sorting refers to girls assigned to higher achieving classrooms. Streaming and tracking refer to students being separated
into classrooms depending on their academic performance.
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is usually unobserved (truncated data). Gevrek and Seiberlich (2014) run a semi-parametric Oaxaca-125

Blinder decomposition, and argue about the huge threat of sample selection.5 They conclude that it is

negligible and simply ignore it.

It is, of course, expected that sample selection is practically nonexistent in earlier grades. Thus,

many of the papers cited herein control for sample selection by computing the gap in early school grades.130

Nonetheless, the role of sample selection as a determinant of the gap in future grades remains unaddressed.

Moreover, in the cited literature has yet to provide a clear explanation for the pattern that shows the gap

emerging and widening as students’ age. Fryer and Levitt (2010), Bharadwaj et al. (2016), and Contini

et al. (2017) try to assess which observable characteristics affect the gap, and they conclude that almost

any observable characteristic is able to explain it. The rest of the cited papers document many facts135

regarding the gap, but none of them is able to fully understand the underlying causes or, the age-related

pattern. This paper is intended to fulfill this gap and to complement all these tested hypotheses.

3. Theoretical Framework

To motivate my analysis, I develop a labor supply model that links the gender differences in the

opportunity cost of time with school enrollment and the gender-related gap in math scores. I present140

here the basics of the model, whereas the details are presented in appendix A.

3.1. Setting

Consider an economy populated with a continuum of males and females with unknown abilities

θMi ∼ FM and θFi ∼ FF , respectively. School performance is produced by combining time in schooling

and innate ability, and is specifically determined by the following production function:6

Y Gi = Y (Si, θi, Xi) = α0 + α1Si + α2S
2
i + α3Siθ

G
i + α4θ

G
i + δXi + εi for G ∈ {F,M} (1)

Si is the time agent i allocates to schooling, X is a vector of observable characteristics, and εi are some

stochastic differences. Let’s assume that α1 > 0 and α2 < 0 implying increasing but marginally decreas-

ing returns to schooling. Furthermore, ability and schooling are complements such that α3 > 0, and145

α4 > 0 denotes the returns to ability.

Workers live for two periods - childhood and adulthood. During childhood, agents are endowed with

a unit of time that is allocated among working and schooling. Preferences are given by U(C, S), where C

5Following Ferreira and Gignoux (2013), the authors discuss that sample selection in PISA is somehow negligible so
they do not account for it.

6Additive separability is assumed for a more clear presentation of the model. However, similar results are found by
assuming a more general production function.
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is consumption and S is schooling. Agents derive positive utility for consumption (UGC > 0), and negative150

utility from schooling (UGS < 0). Marginal utilities are gender specific (G ∈ {M,F}) in order to capture

heterogeneity in preferences. Given the setting analyzed herein, I include a subsidy that students receive

if they attend to school.

During the first period (childhood) there are two sectors that hire males and females separately. Males155

are employed in farming or in a low-skilled sector whereas females work in home production. In order

to capture gender differences in the opportunity cost of time, I assume that both sectors have different

productivities. This setting is designed to resemble developing economies, the scope of countries analyzed

herein, where girls tend to work at home and boys are sought for work in farming, low skilled positions,

or in illegal markets. 7
160

In the second period (adulthood), male and female workers supply labor inelastically. Firms are now

competitive, and elicit profits based on a workers’ school performance (Yi). Workers during adulthood

are assumed to be more productive than workers in childhood.

3.2. Equilibrium165

Given the competitive nature of the markets, firms in the second period offer a gender neutral wage

w1i = E[Yi(θi)]. In the first period, on the contrary, males and females are offered gender-specific wages

because of the productivity differences in the working sectors. Workers will therefore optimally allocate

their time by considering their outside options.

170

Schooling is, of course, profitable if its opportunity cost is smaller than its economic benefit. The

opportunity cost of schooling is determined by the outside-option wage and the schooling disutility. The

economic benefit, on the contrary, is determined by the sum of the schooling subsidy and the future

economic returns. The expected future return is higher for high-ability agents, implying that child labor

supply is determined by all the individuals with an ability level below a certain threshold. These low-175

ability individuals face a lower expected future return, and, thus, are more likely to drop out of school.

Formally, students assist to school if

θGi > TG(WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S)) (2)

Where T is a threshold that denotes the minimum ability required to make schooling profitable. WG
0

stands for the wage offered during childhood, µG is a negative parameter that captures the disutility of

7The same results are found when assuming males and females work in the same sector but have individual differences
in productivity.
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schooling, and φ′(S) is the amount of the subsidy that depends on the amount to schooling.180

This threshold depends positively on the outside wages and on the disutility associated to schooling.

Thus, an increase in childhood’s wage, or in distaste for schooling, will motivate less- skilled students

to drop out. On the contrary, the threshold depends negatively on the subsidy, implying that increases

in the amount of subsidy retain marginal students who otherwise would not continue in school. Agents185

sort in and out of school depending on the offered wages, the distaste for schooling, and the ability

distributions. Traditional explanations of distaste for schooling provided by the literature usually focus

on gender differences to capture differences in culture, tastes, and beliefs.8 In this paper, by contrast, to

capture the opportunity cost of schooling, I additionally incorporate and focus on gender differences in

the prevailing monetary outside options.190

3.3. Predictions of the model

The following expression for the math gender gap is obtained when aggregating 1 for males and

females separately, and taking the difference:

MGG∗ = E
[
YM

]
− E

[
Y F
]

The observed gap, however, conditions exclusively on agents who are in school. Therefore, the observed

gap will be equivalent to:

MGG = E
[
YM

∣∣ θMi > TM (.)]− E
[
Y F |θFi > TF (.)

]
(3)

Consider now the following conditions:

1. Males work in more-productive (i.e. higher-paying) sectors than females during childhood. This

may happen when farming or low-skilled jobs demand physical strength or brawn Welch (2000).

The returns to these skills are higher than the returns in household production. Furthermore, ille-195

gal markets may also prefer males for committing crimes; as a result, in places where crime rates

are high, it may be expected that males are more in demand.

2. The opportunity cost of schooling (defined as WG
0 −µG) for males is higher than for females. Note

that if condition 1 is satisfied then WM
0 > WF

0 . Also recall that µG < 0. The condition will then200

be always satisfied if the male’s distaste for schooling is higher. If the female’s distaste is larger

8Nollenberger et al. (2016) Guiso et al. (2008),Dickerson et al. (2015), and Bharadwaj et al. (2016) offer examples of
this.
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then the condition can still hold because of the compensating differences in wages.

3. Ability is equally distributed among both genders. There is no reason to consider that the innate

distributions of ability are different between sexes.205

4. The returns to ability (α4) are sufficiently high to compensate the returns to schooling. This as-

sumption guarantees that differences in ability outweigh differences in schooling when determining

the math gender gap in equation 3. In places where school quality is low -as is often the case in de-

veloping countries - it is expected that ability has a higher weight than schooling when determining210

school performance.

If these relatively mild conditions are satisfied, then the following propositions hold:

Proposition 1.

Boys in childhood are offered higher wages and therefore the observed math gender gap is positive.

Proposition 2.215

Schooling subsidies, such as those made available through CCTs, increase enrollment for both genders,

formally TGφ (.) < 0.

Proposition 3.

A schooling subsidy enrolls more females than males and, as a result, the observed math gender gap

increases. Formally, this means that
∣∣∣TFφ (.)

∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣TMφ (.)
∣∣∣.220

Proposition 4.

If the gender gap in youth employment or in youth wages increases, then the observed gap in math also

increases.

Proposition 5.

Female students get more schooling than male students.225

These propositions state that, under certain conditions, there are differences in the opportunity costs of

schooling between males and females. These costs motivate differentiated dropout rates, and, therefore,

these costs also lead to a positive observed gap in the math skills of males and females who remain in

school. Furthermore, a schooling subsidy motivates males and females to remain in school, but gender

differences in the opportunity cost of schooling imply different wage adjustments for boys and girls. Thus,230

for marginal females, acquiring more schooling it is more profitable. In addition, gender differences in

youth employment and wages imply a higher observed gap in math. Finally, females get more schooling

than males which is a fact that has been observed in certain countries around the world (Bassi et al.,

2015; Goldin et al., 2006)
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4. Background and Data235

4.1. Background

Colombia’s gender gap in math is among the largest in the world. In figure 2a I use 2012 data

from the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) to compare the gender gap in math

for 15-year-old students across 60 countries. Colombia’s gap is equal to 0.24 standard deviations, and

corresponds to the largest in the sample. Furthermore, in figure 2b I present the gender gap for reading240

scores for the same group of 60 countries. The reading gap reveals better results for girls around the

world. It is worth underscoring that Colombia has, in magnitude, one of the smallest gaps between the

genders in reading scores. In PISA 2009, the situation was very similar; at that time, Colombia scores

showed the highest gender gap in both math and reading.9 Compared to other countries, therefore, boys

in Colombia outperform girls in math by the widest margin, but at the same time girls outperform boys245

in reading by the lowest margin. In the rest of the countries in the world that participate in the PISA,

a similar trend emerges. In fact, there is strong and positive correlation (0.6) between the gender gap

in math and reading, indicating that in countries where boys outperform girls the most in math also

girls outperform boys the least in reading. That is, in countries where the gender gap in math, favoring

males, is the widest, the gender gap in reading, favoring females, is the narrowest.250

In addition to having a large math gender gap, Colombia has also one of the highest female-to-male

student ratios among participant countries. For PISA 2012, Colombia’s female-to-male ratio was 1.12,

which is equivalent to the 95th percentile of the distribution. As figure 1 suggests, the relationship

between the gender (female-to-male) ratio and the gender gap in math scores seems to be positive and255

stronger among developing countries.

Both the high gender gap in math scores and the high female-to-male ratio may be attributed to

schooling subsidies, as the model in section 3 suggests. In fact, after 2001, Colombia has implemented a

conditional cash transfer program named “Familias en Acción” (FA) that resembles “Progresa” in Mex-260

ico.10 This program gives subsidies (between 8 USD and 15 USD in 2001 but the subsidy increased in

later years) to low-income households if their children attend 80 percent of school classes, and if they

are taken to medical appointments. Eligibility to the program depends on a welfare indicator, SISBEN,

that is computed at the family level using door-to-door interviews in low-income neighborhoods.11

265

9In appendix figure B.1 I present the gender gap for math and reading scores for 15-year-old students who participated
in the PISA in 2009.

10For more information on “Progresa” see Behrman et al. (2005).
11The SISBEN score has been traditionally used in Colombia to target social programs, and it is updated regularly. It

was last updated in 1999 for the implementation of FA.
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Figure 2: Math and Reading Gender Gaps for 15-Year Old Students in PISA 2012

(a) Math Gender Gap

(b) Reading Gender Gap

Note: Figure 2a and Figure 2b present the math and reading gender gaps, respectively, estimated using PISA 2012.
The female average results is subtracted from the male average result. Results are standardized to have mean zero and
standard deviation one within each test. Provided sample weights are used. Colombia corresponds to the bold columns in
the graphs.

4.2. Overview

FA was originally designed as a three-year program (from 2001 to 2004) in response to the economic

crisis Colombia experienced during the 1990s. Initially, it was targeted toward rural and small munic-

ipalities, but the program was extended throughout the country after an evaluation found strong and

positive effects (Attanasio et al., 2010). It remains in use nationwide.270
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FA was assigned to municipalities in three rounds, presented in Table 1.12 The first and initial

stage, administered from 2000 to 2006, targeted rural and small municipalities that met the following

requirements of having: 1) a population smaller than 100,000; 2) a bank; 3) relatively good health and

education infrastructure; and 4) updated lists of local participants in welfare programs. Out of a total275

of 1,024 applicant municipalities, 627 were deemed eligible. To meet necessary requirements for the

impact evaluation, and to address institutional constraints, the program was phased in over a staggered

period of three years, from 2000 to 2003. The program implemented in phases as follows: At the end of

2000 and the beginning of 2001 in 22 municipalities that were selected as pilot sites. The program then

expanded and added 346 municipalities between July and December 2001, 253 municipalities in 2002,280

and the remaining six municipalities at the beginning of 2003.

Table 1: FA Treatment Expansion

Stage
Year Stage I Stage II Stage III Total

No. No. No. No.
2000 1 0 0 1
2001 367 0 0 367
2002 253 0 0 253
2003 6 0 0 6
2005 75 0 0 75
2006 145 0 0 145
2007 0 248 0 248
2009 0 4 0 4
2012 0 0 4 4
2015 0 0 3 3
Total 847 252 7 1106

Note: This table describes the expansion of FA since the
year 2000. Each value represents the number of munici-
palities that entered the program in each of the displayed
years.

In 2005, the program was used as a strategy to help people who had been displaced by violence in

previous years. Therefore, FA was extended to include displaced households that were potentially located

in municipalities that had previously not been targeted.13 By 2006 the evaluation of FA had concluded,285

so 65 additional municipalities that were used as controls for the evaluation were also incorporated into

the program.

The second stage of FA was implemented from 2007 to 2010 when all the rest of the country was

included. By 2015, a total of 1,106 municipalities had been included.290

12Information on the story of FA implementation can be found in Colombia. Agencia Presidencial para la Acción Social
y la Cooperación Internacional (2010).

13Colombia has one of the world’s largest populations displaced by violence. By 2010, an estimated 3 million people
were thought to have been displaced by violence.
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FA increased enrollment rates by 5 percent to 7 percent; the effects were larger for girls (Attanasio

et al., 2010; Baez and Camacho, 2011). These effects coincide with Propositions 2 and 3, suggesting

that FA may have induced more females relative to males into schooling. Given this setting, in the fol-

lowing sections I use data from Colombia to identify the effect of sample selection on the math gender gap.295

4.3. Data

The data used herein come from five different sources:

1. I use test score data obtained from Colombia’s Ministry of Education for students in the last high

school grade -11th grade. These data correspond to the high school exit exam (Saber 11) that300

11th- grade student took between 2000 and 2013.14 Saber 11 is administered to every person who

wishes to graduate from high school, including all high school seniors, and evaluates multiple areas

such as math.15 Saber 11 tests are done twice per year, and are not comparable across editions.

Therefore, all computations herein use standardized test scores with respect to the test edition’s

average, and all the estimations include year fixed effects. A nice feature of the data is that the305

only source of selection is whether or not the student is enrolled in school. A total of 6,876,265

students are included in the 14 years of test score data. I exclude all test takers whose age exceeded

20 since they were presumably not students.16 A total of 6,049,231 students remain.

2. I use administrative test score data for students in third, fifth, and ninth grades (Saber 3, Saber310

5, and Saber 9) only for 2013. Ideal data would follow the same cohort across high school grades,

but, unfortunately, these data do not exist. I instead use data from different cohorts, and present

suggestive evidence on the very similar behavior among them.17 Saber 3, 5, and 9 include all

Colombian students in third, fifth, and ninth grades. However, not all of these students were tested

in math. One out of two students in third grade and two out of three in fifth and ninth grades took315

the math test. Thus, the exam data include corresponding cross-sectional weights. All the tests de-

scribed above are administered by the“Instituto Colombiano para la Educación Superior” (ICFES).

3. I use the ”Panel Municipal CEDE,” created by the Department of Economics of the Universidad de

los Andes, in Colombia. 18 It uses multiple sources to gather information on different topics about320

14The last year of high school in Colombia is 11th grade.
15Students are also evaluated in: biology, philosophy, physics, language, chemistry, social sciences, and a foreign language.
16FA give subsidies to students ages 7 to 17. However, I include in the sample people up to age 20 because they may

have benefited from the program in previous years. The data include people who are older than 20 because they may be
students who were overage for their year in school, or people who had not graduated and decide to take (or re-take) the
test in order to graduate. Anyone can take the exam.

17Test score data for third, fifth, and ninth grades are only available for 2009, 2012, and 2013. For 2009, however,
students in third grade are not included. The results using 2012 or 2013 are practically identical.

18These data is public and available in the following link. https://datoscede.uniandes.edu.co/
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Colombian municipalities from 1993 to 2014. It is composed of six modules, and has around 2,300

different variables. Not all the variables are available for all years.19 I use selected variables that

are available from 2000 to 2013 or more, especially those on school enrollment and some general

characteristics of the municipalities. This panel is complemented with national totals computed

using “Gran Encuesta Inegrada de Hogares” (GEIH) which corresponds to Colombia’s national325

household survey.

4. I use information on the year of enrollment of each municipality to FA. These data were obtained

from the ”Departamento para la Prosperidad Social” (DPS), the institution in charge of adminis-

tering FA in Colombia. Twelve of the 1,106 municipalities in FA are lost when merging test score330

data because these municipalities had no test takers.20 Three municipalities with less than 15 test

takers are also excluded due to the small sample size. In addition, I dropped the seven municipal-

ities that received FA after 2012 and the municipality that received FA in 2000 because they were

not treated/untreated during the analyzed period. A total of 1,083 municipalities remained: 1,036

with a population under 100,000 in 2001; and 47 with a population above 100,000 in 2001.335

5. Finally, I use data on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) for 2009, 2012,

and 2015.21 Begun in 1997, PISA is a standardized test administered to 15-year-old boys and

girls in certain countries throughout the world every three years. It tests students’ performance

in mathematics, science, and reading. Its results provide valuable information on the student, the340

parents, and the participating schools. Around 65 countries were tested in each edition of the test.

Part of my analysis is done at the individual level, but, given that the math gender gap is a mean

difference, I also collapse the data at the municipality level. The gap is computed by averaging the

municipality’s standardized math result for boys and girls separately, and then subtracting the female

scores from the male scores for each municipality and year. I use data at the municipality level in order to345

capture variation between different labor markets, and drop municipalities with less than 15 test takers

since the estimation of the math gender gap in small samples is very noisy.22

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics of the data at the municipality level. Around 79 percent of the

observations (observations are at the municipality-year level) are treated with FA. The average duration350

in the program is 3.5 years. The average number of students taking the test is around 162, with a

19The modules are general characteristics, education, violence, agriculture, fiscal stats, and government.
20Some municipalities in Colombia are very rural, have very difficult access, and are very small. Therefore, it may be

the case that people in those municipalities do not take the test because they do not finish high school. Additionally, there
is one municipality assigned in 2000 because it was a pilot where the program was tested.

21These data are available at the following link: https://www.oecd.org/pisa/pisaproducts/
22The main results remain unchanged when including municipalities with more than 5, 10, 20, or 30 test takers.
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maximum of 2,143 and a minimum of 16. The average female-to-male ratio (In the table is named as

Rjt) is close to 1.3, whereas the ratio of female to male births (R0
jt) is close to one and its median to 0.97.

The average gender gap in math is around 0.18 meaning that the average male score is 0.18 standard

deviations bigger than female scores. The average gender difference in reading is -0.02. The table also355

presents statistics on enrollment, total population, rurality index (percentage of rural population), the

total number of births, and the total revenue of the municipality (in Colombian pesos).

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics at the Municipality-year Level

Obs Mean SD Min. Median Max.
Treatment: 1(if Fea) 13544 .7892 .4079 0 1 1
Duration of treatment 13544 3.487 4.593 -7 4 12
Number of test takers 13544 161.9 208.1 16 90 2143
Rjt 13544 1.275 .4711 .07407 1.206 16
R0
jt 12987 1.006 .3544 0 .9675 12

Math Gender Gap 13544 .1775 .2552 -1.38 .1773 2.0345354
Reading Gender Gap 13544 -.01931 .2403 -1.343 -.02029 1.4143705
Enrolled Students 13544 4,659 4,708 265 3,072 39112
Enrolled Primary 13544 2,503 2,437 85 1,673 28155
Enrolled Secondary 13544 1,258 1,384 55 776 11845
Enrolled Last Two Years (Seniors) 13544 438.7 562.6 9 248 7352
Enrolled Public 13544 4,304 4,044 195 2,982 33520
Enrolled Private 13544 355.2 1,087 0 0 15171
Total Population 13544 19,140 18,716 1,156 13,023 162362
Rurality Index 13544 .5865 .2206 .01697 .6213 .9832074
Number of Births 13544 295.8 337.4 1 177 3255
Total Income 13544 9,632 13,330 0 5,974 312583.33

Note: This table presents descriptive statistics of the variables at the municipality and year level. The math gender
gap is computed as the average male minus the average female result. Rjt corresponds to the female-to-male ratio
in the sample of test takers. R0

jt is the female-to-male ratio of newborns, computed summing the gender number
of newborns in a current year plus the two previous ones. Rurality index is equivalent to the percentage of rural
population in each municipality and year. Total income is the pesos amount of municipality’s revenue at year t.
Municipalities with less than 15 test takers were dropped.

5. Empirical Strategy

Two issues exist when estimating the causal effect of sample selection on the math gender gap. First,

endogeneity hinders the estimation because of potential simultaneity bias: the gap motivates dropout,360

whereas dropout increases the gap. An exogenous shock that affects male and female school dropout

differently, but not the gap in math scores, will deal with this problem. Second, sample selection is usually

not observed since the students who dropped out of school are not included in test score data. There is

no particular method for quantifying sample selection, so a variable that proxies for it is necessary. In

the following two subsections I first explain how I quantify sample selection using a proxy variable, and365

then I explain my identification strategy.

5.1. Measuring Sample Selection

School dropout is usually very difficult to observe unless the whole universe of students - enrolled and

not enrolled - is observed. Test score data (such as those used herein) are frequently truncated because
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it is expensive and difficult to keep track of students who are not enrolled; thus, information about370

them is practically nonexistent. This issue hinders the quantification of sample selection. The gender-

relative dropout, however, can still be computed by comparing the share of females to males enrolled in

a particular year. Formally, I define this ratio as:

Rjt =
#Femalesjt
#Malesjt

where j indexes municipality and t year.

375

I use Rjt as a proxy for sample selection, and compute it from the test score data. Rjt varies across

municipalities and time. If the municipality has more male dropouts, then the ratio will increase. If,

on the contrary, the municipality has more women dropouts, then the ratio will decrease. If males and

females drop out at similar rates, then the ratio will remain constant. It is worth noting that this measure

includes deaths and grade repetition as dropout.380

According to the The World Factbook by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agnecy (CIA), the female-

to-male ratio at birth (R0) is around 0.95 in the world.23 R0 varies by country, and it decreases up

to 0.87 in China, or 0.89 in India.24 If school enrollment is universal, then the average R0 of enrolled

students should also be close to 0.95. In the presence of sample selection, however, the female-to-male385

ratio observed in school (R) changes after each additional grade. If male students dropout more than

female students, R increases gradually in a nonrandom fashion. By the end of the last year of high school,

all dropping out has already taken place, and R measures all the nonrandom dropouts of the preceding

years. A location with a higher female-to-male ratio has more male nonrandom dropouts than one with

a ratio closer to 0.95.390

In Colombia, the ratio of female to male births is also 0.95, and there is no selective dropout at

birth.25 Therefore, lnR computed from the test score data constitutes a good measure for sample selec-

tion. However, in the robustness check section I use (lnR− lnR0) as a measure of sample selection that

accounts for potential gender selectivity at birth. This new measure is equivalent to the log of the ratio395

of the female cohort enrollment rate to the male cohort enrollment rate. The results remained relatively

unaltered using both measures, although the results using exclusively lnR yield more conservative point

estimates.

23Information at the country level may be found at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
fields/2018.html

24In Oster (2005) more details are given about the female to male ratio in China and India.
25Appendix Figure B.2 presents this number for several years.
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Primary school enrollment rates in Colombia are about 96 percent (86 percent enroll on time), but400

boys drop out faster than females (Bassi et al., 2015). In Figure 3, I use data on all the enrolled students

in Colombia in 2013 to document the evolution of R across school grades. R is nearly 0.9 in the first

grade, but it increases drastically with each additional grade. In the last high school grade, it is equal

to 1.21, which is very close to the female-to-male ratio among students observed in the United States for

2003 (Goldin et al., 2006). These values are computed using cross-sectional data instead of longitudinal405

data, but the values for 2010 to 2014 are practically identical (These results are not shown). Figure 3

suggests that R increases around 30 percent from the first to the last grade of school.

Figure 3: Female-to-Male Ratio Evolution across School Grades (2013)

Note: Each dot on the line represents the number of female students divided by the
number of male students in each school grade. The data used is a cross section for
2013 that covers all school enrollment in Colombia.

5.2. Identification Strategy

Proposition 1 suggests that the math gap may depend on gender differences in the opportunity cost410

of schooling. There is, hence, a mutual relationship between the gap and dropout rates. On the one

hand, if the math gender gap increases, then either female wages decrease, or male wages increase, or

both. In either case the incentives to remain in school will change, and Rjt will be affected. On the

other hand, selective dropout implies a greater gap. The double causality problem underestimates the

OLS coefficient in the regression of Rjt on the gap. An exogenous change in dropout rates is therefore415

required to identify the causal effect.
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As section 4.1 mentioned, Colombia introduced a conditional cash transfer program, Familias en Ac-

cion (FA), in 2001. This policy was intended to increase enrollment rates using cash incentives. Many

evaluations of the program have been carried out, but the most influential one is done by Attanasio et al.420

(2010) who use individual-level data, and find positive and significant effects in student enrollment of 5

percent to 7 percent. Moreover, using a different strategy to evaluate the program, Baez and Camacho

(2011) conclude that the program was more effective enrolling girls than boys. The results of these two

papers coincide with the predictions of the model presented in section 3 and particularly with proposition

2 and 3.425

Despite the program’s documented effect on enrollment, no evidence suggests that the program had

an impact on test score performance. The cash transfer does not condition on test scores improving,

and, thus, performance is not expected to be affected (Baird et al., 2011; Akresh et al., 2012). It may

be argued, nonetheless, that the nutritional component of the program will affect student performance;430

however, there is no reason to believe that the nutritional aspect will affect girls and boys in a different

fashion. In formal evaluations of whether the program had an effect on test scores, Baez and Cama-

cho (2011) find that students who were its beneficiaries perform the same as students who were not.

Moreover, evaluations by Behrman et al. (2005) of “PROGRESA” in Mexico (a conditional cash transfer

program that is very similar) also show that Mexico’s conditional cash transfer program has no effect435

on test scores. As a result, evidence suggests that Colombia’s cash transfer program increases student

enrollment, but does not affect the math gender gap.

Using the FA setting, I exploit variation across municipalities and years to estimate the effect of sample

selection on the math gender gap. The first stage quantifies the effect of FA on the female-to-male ratio.

An important feature of FA, however, is that the selection into treatment was not done randomly. I

therefore control for individual heterogeneity including municipality fixed effects in each specification.

This design controls for the unobserved characteristics on the assignment of the treatment, and estimates

the causal effect of the conditional cash transfer on any given outcome using within variation exclusively.

Municipalities with exposure to the program are expected to exogenously enroll more students. Formally,

the following model is used:

ln(Rjt) = α0 + α1Tjt + µt + µj + ujt (4)

Where ln(Rjt) is the log female-to-male ratio of municipality j at time t, Tjt is a dummy equal to one if

municipality j at time t received FA, and µt and µj are year and municipality fixed effects, respectively.440

The fixed effects control for any unobserved heterogeneity in the treatment assignment, whereas α1 quan-

tifies the effect of FA on the female-to-male ratio among test takers. Equation 4 tests propositions 2 and

3 by quantifying the effect of a subsidy on enrollment, and identifying the effects for males and females
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separately.

445

Using equation 4 as first stage, I then estimate the second stage using a control function approach

-which is equivalent to two stages least squares (2SLS) or the Wald moment estimator (IV). Formally, I

estimate the following equation:

MGGjt = δ0 + δ1 ln(Rjt) + δ2ûjt + µt + µj + εjt (5)

where MGGjt is defined as the male minus the female standardized test scores in municipality j at year

t, µt and µj are time and municipality fixed effects, ûjt is the residual estimated from equation 4, and

εjt is the error term. δ1 is the parameter of interest that quantifies the effect of sample selection on the

math gender gap. It is expected for δ1 to be positive.

450

δ1 in equation 5 is a consistent estimator if Tjt satisfies:

Cov[Tjt, Rjt|µj , µt] 6= 0 (6)

Cov[Tjt, εjt|µj , µt] = 0 (7)

Condition 6 is a relevance condition that requires FA to affect female and male enrollment differently,

conditional on fixed effects. Condition 7, on the other hand, is an exclusion restriction that requires

FA to be independent of the math gap, or test scores in general, conditional on year and location fixed

effects. It is important to note that fixed effects are included in order to identify the parameters appropri-

ately due to the fact that participation in the program was not randomly assigned. Condition 6 is easily455

testable, but condition 7 is not. Previous literature, however, finds that the program had no effect on test

scores (Baez and Camacho, 2011), so it is expected that the gap is only affected by potential changes in

the types of students taking the test. Furthermore, the municipality fixed effects control for unobserved

characteristics in the assignment into the program. There may still be some concern regarding the timing

of the program’s expansions, but in section 6.3 I give some empirical evidence about the exogenous timing.460

6. Results

This section presents empirical evidence for propositions 2 - 4, and estimates the effect of sample

selection on the math gender gap. There are four main findings: First, I find that the math gender

gap in Colombia is unaffected after controlling for multiple observable covariates and even by exclusively465

using within-school variation. Second, I replicate the results of Attanasio et al. (2010) and Baez and
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Camacho (2011) to show that FA increased enrollment, and that this increase was larger for females.

Third, 2SLS estimates suggest that the female-to-male ratio has a positive and considerable effect on the

math gender gap. The last two findings support proposition 2 and 3. Finally, I do some robustness checks

and show that: 1) FA had an exogenous timing; 2) sample selection also affects the reading gender gap470

in a similar magnitude that it affects the math gender gap; and 3) the results are robust to alternative

measures of sample selection.

6.1. Descriptive Results

Before presenting causal estimates, I show some descriptive results on Colombia’s math gender gap.

I first present some graphical suggestive evidence at the national level that supports propositions 2 to 4.475

Then I compute the conditional gap, and evaluate if it is related to observable characteristics.

6.1.1. Graphical Evidence

Colombia’s math gender gap may be related to enrollment, wages, and employment, as suggested in

section 3. Figure 4 plots the national evolution of test scores, enrollment, wages, and employment for

males and females younger than age 20. Dashed lines correspond to each gender’s value, whereas solid480

lines plot the gap (male-female). The vertical line represents the moment when FA started.

Panel 4a presents the evolution of the math gender gap from 2000 to 2013 as measured by the high

school exit exam. Unfortunately, there is no comparable test score data previous to 2000. The solid line

suggests that the gap increased after FA implementation, especially after 2006, although there is not485

much information on years before 2000. In 2000 the math gender gap in Colombia was equal to 0.1 of a

standard deviation, but a decade later this increased to around 0.3 of a standard deviation - equivalent

to the gap shown by the PISA exam results.

The gender gap in enrollment also increased during this period, and for this indicator there is more490

information available for the period prior to the introduction of FA. Panel 4b plots the number of male

and female students enrolled in the last two years of high school from 1996 to 2013. The graph suggests

that overall enrollment increased continuously after 2001, but it increased more for females. The solid

line (in this case I present female minus male enrollment) is increasing implying that, in any given year

after 2001, more women were enrolled - either they entered more frequently or they dropped out less495

often - compared to the preceding year and also compared to their male peers. By 2013, the gender

difference in enrollment had grown from 55 to 100 thousand, representing an increase of more than 80

percent compared to 2001.
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Figure 4: National Youth Gender Gaps in Colombia

(a) Math Gender Gap (b) Enrollment

(c) Wage (d) Employment

Note: Each dot on the dashed lines represent the male or female value of the respective variable. Solid lines correspond to
the female value subtracted from the male value. Panel (a) presents the different in math test scores, standardized with
respect to each test’s edition average and standard deviation. Panel (b) presents high school seniors (last two years)
enrollment. Panel (c) corresponds to the nominal wage in USD. Panel (b) plots the employment rate. Wage and
employment are computed using Colombian household surveys (GEIH) and use provided sampling weights.

In panels 4c and 4d I also present national youth wage and employment gender gaps from 1996 to500

2013.26 The youth wage gender gap is nearly zero in 2003, but it increases from 2003 onward. The youth

employment gap is always positive, decreases slightly until 2006, and then increases.

In general, figure 4 suggests that increases in the math gender gap may be related to more female

school enrollment, higher wages for male youths, and higher levels of male employment. This graphical505

evidence coincides with propositions 2 - 4, although it should be considered to be just suggestive evidence,

and does not imply any causation.

6.1.2. Conditional Math Gender Gap

The math gender gap computed in figure 4 corresponds to the unconditional gender gap, but an OLS

estimation may be used to compute the conditional math gender gap. The following model estimates

26These values were computed using “Gran Encuestra Integrada de Hogares” (GEIH), Colombia’s national household
survey.
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the math gender gap taking into account potential observable differences between males and females:

Yi = δ0 + δ1Malei + δ2Xi + µs + ui (8)

Yi is the standardized math test score, Malei is a dummy for male students, Xi is a vector of observable

characteristics, and µs are school fixed effects. δ1 measures the math gender gap conditional on the510

vector X and using within school variation.

Table 3 presents the estimation of equation 8 using data on the high school exit exam from 2000 to

2013. Column (1) includes age and year fixed effects as covariates. Column (2) additionally includes a

dummy variable for whether the student is in a treated municipality with FA and school fixed effects.515

Column (3) includes an interaction between the treated indicator and a gender dummy. Standard errors

are clustered at the municipality level.

Table 3: Conditional Math Gender Gap Estimations for 11th grade (2000-2013)

Dependent Variable: Standardized Math Test Scores
(1) (2) (3)

1(Male) 0.231*** 0.236*** 0.182***
(0.012) (0.009) (0.015)

Age -0.124*** -0.079*** -0.079***
(0.006) (0.001) (0.001)

1( if FA) 0.033*** -0.003
(0.008) (0.010)

1( if FA)*1(Male) 0.079***
(0.008)

Constant 2.101*** 1.263*** 1.289***
(0.102) (0.020) (0.021)

Observations 6,048,881 6,048,881 6,048,881
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
School FE Yes Yes

Note: The dependent variable is the math test score standard-
ized to have mean zero and standard deviation one within each
test’s edition. The data used correspond to all the students who
took the exam from 2000 to 2013. All the specifications include
year fixed effects. Specifications (2) and (3) include school fixed
effects. 1(if FA) refers to a dummy that takes the value of one
if the student lives in a recipient municipality. Standard errors
are clustered at the municipality level. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, ***
p<0.001.

The first two columns suggest that the average math gender gap from 2000 to 2013 is of around 0.23

standard deviations - even including school fixed effects. Note that both the gap and FA’s effect decrease520

when including the interaction in column (3). Given that the coefficient associated to the treatment
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dummy is negligible, then the estimator associated with the interaction term quantifies the math gender

gap conditional on being treated by FA.27 This means that the effect of FA on test scores is only at-

tributable to the differentiated gender effect, and not to a generalized test score improvement. In other

words, FA is not associated with test score increases, but instead is associated with an increase in the525

math gender gap in treated municipalities. These results pose suggestive evidence about the exogeneity

of FA and the absence of the program’s link to improvement in test scores.

Using equation 8, it is possible to additionally estimate regression quantiles and test if the conditional

math gender gap is larger for higher- or lower-skilled students. In figure 5 I plot the estimator presented530

by Koenker and Bassett (1978) using specification 1 of table 3 . The solid line presents the regression

quantiles, whereas the dashed line corresponds to the average OLS results. Confidence intervals are

estimated using 20 bootstrap replications. The math gender gap is increasing with test scores. It varies

from 0.04 in the fifth percentile to 0.42 standard deviations in the 95th percentile. These results suggest

that the gap exists primarily because of differences in the upper tail of the test performance distribution,535

and they coincide with previous results from other countries (Contini et al., 2017).

Figure 5: Math Gender Gap Regression Quantiles

Note: The solid line corresponds to regression quantiles estimations of the math gender
gap using specification 1 of table 3. The dashed line corresponds to the OLS estimator.
Standard errors computed using 20 bootstrap replications. For more information on
this estimator use Koenker and Bassett (1978).

27If the model is Y = β0 + β1M + β2T + β3T ∗M + ε, then the following will be true: E[Y |T = 1,M = 1]− E[Y |T =
1,M = 0] = β2 + β3 ≈ β3.
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6.2. Causal Effect of Sample Selection on the Math Gender Gap

The causal effect of sample selection on the math gender gap is estimated using the exogenous

variation caused by FA. I first present first stage results that empirically validate propositions 2 and 3.540

Then, I present 2SLS estimations that quantify the causal effect of sample selection on the math gender

gap.

6.2.1. FA and the Female-to-Male Ratio (first stage)

Proposition 2 suggests that schooling subsidies increase enrollment for both genders, whereas propo-

sition 3 suggests that if males have a more profitable outside option then a subsidy will result in a larger545

increase in female enrollment. A way to test these propositions is using equation 4 on enrollment and

then differentiating between males and females.

FA, in fact, increased school enrollment throughout the country, thus posing strong evidence for

proposition 2. Attanasio et al. (2010) find a positive effect of FA on enrollment that is confirmed on550

appendix table B.1 using equation 4 on the data at the municipality level. I found a strong relationship

between the subsidy and school enrollment comparable in magnitude to Attanasio et al. (2010) results.28

FA, nonetheless, had a bigger effect on female enrollment relative to men and, therefore, on the

female-to-male ratio among test takers(Baez and Camacho, 2011). To test this I estimate equation 4555

using the number of male and female test takers as dependent variable. Columns (1) to (3) use the log

of the female-to-male ratio in the number of test takers as the outcome, whereas columns (4) and (5) use

the log of the number of male and female test takers, respectively. Column (1) presents an unweighted

result among municipalities with a population below 100,000 in 2001, Column (2) presents a population

weighted result in the same sample, and Column (3) includes municipalities with a population above560

100,000 in 2001. Columns (5) and (6) include municipalities with less than 15 test takers because they

do not involve gender ratios as columns (1) to (3) do.

28I use six different outcomes: 1) the total number of exam takers; 2) total school enrollment; 3) primary school
enrollment; 4) secondary school enrollment; 5) number of high school seniors; and 6) public school enrollment. All of the
coefficients are positive and almost all are precisely estimated.
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Table 4: FA on the Female-to-Male Ratio (First Stage)

First Stage Separate by Gender

Unweighted Weighted Pop. > 100k Male Female
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Treatment: 1(if Fea) 0.029*** 0.020** 0.028*** 0.020* 0.050***
(0.010) (0.008) (0.010) (0.011) (0.010)

Constant 0.192** 0.252*** 0.200** 4.172*** 4.303***
(0.097) (0.062) (0.089) (0.104) (0.098)

Observations 13,544 13,544 14,201 14,292 14,292
Number of Municipalities 1,036 1,036 1,083 1,039 1,039
F-Stat 7.96 6.26 8.6 3.18 23.24
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pop. Weighted Regression Yes

Note: Columns (1) to (3) estimate equation 4 using the female-to-male ratio as dependent variable. Column (1)
is an unweighted regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a population
smaller than 100,000 at 2001. Column (2) weights each municipality observation by its population. Column (3) is
the same as column (1) but includes municipalities with a population over 100,000. Columns (4) and (5) estimate
equation 4 using the number of male and female test takers, respectively, over the entire sample of municipalities.
Municipality controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total number of births, and
the municipality’s total income. All specifications include municipalities fixed effects and year. Standard errors in
parentheses and clustered at the municipality level. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.

The table validates proposition 3 by showing that the effect of FA on the number of exam takers is

greater for females than for males. Columns (1) to (3) estimate an effect of FA on the female-to-male565

ratio of around 2 percent to 3 percent. In columns (4) and (5), the separate effect of FA on the number

of male and female test takers reveals a bigger effect for females rather than males (5 percent versus 2

percent).29 These findings support empirically what the model predicts in proposition 3.

Moreover, the reduced-form estimates of the model also yield positive and significant results, implying570

that FA may have affected the math gender gap through sample selection. Table 5 presents the reduced-

form estimates using the same structure of table 4. The point estimates suggest an increase in the math

gender gap of around 1.5 percent due to FA. When analyzing both genders separately I find a positive

point estimate for males and a negative point estimate for females, although these results are not precisely

estimated.575

6.2.2. The Effect of Sample Selection on the Math Gender Gap (Second Stage)

Using the results of section 6.2.1, I further estimate the effect of sample selection on the math gender

gap. Table 6 presents the results of the estimation of equation 5. Columns (1) and (2) present OLS

estimations, and columns (3) to (5) present the control function results that are equivalent to 2SLS. All

29The null may be rejected at the 95 percent confidence level. I conclude that there is evidence to suggest that the
female coefficient is larger than the male coefficient.
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Table 5: “Familias en Acción” (FA) on the Math Gender Gap (Reduced Form)

Reduced Form Separate by Gender

Unweighted Weighted Pop. > 100k Male Female
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Treatment: 1(if Fea) 0.018** 0.013** 0.015** 0.008 -0.010
(0.008) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.007)

Constant 0.159** 0.156*** 0.167** 0.178** 0.019
(0.077) (0.049) (0.071) (0.071) (0.062)

Observations 13,544 13,544 14,201 13,544 13,544
Number of Municipalities 1,036 1,036 1,083 1,036 1,036
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pop. Weighted Regression Yes

Note: Columns (1) to (3) estimate equation 4 using the math gender gap as dependent variable. Column (1) is an
unweighted regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a population smaller
than 100,000 at 2001. Column (2) weights each municipality observation by its population. Column (3) is the same
as column (1) but includes municipalities with a population over 100,000. Columns (4) and (5) estimate equation
4 using male and female math standardized test scores as dependent variable, respectively. Municipality controls
include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total number of births, and the municipality’s
total income. All specifications include municipalities and year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses and
clustered at the municipality level. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.

specifications include year fixed effects. Columns (2) to (5) additionally include municipality fixed effects580

and time-varying controls.30 Columns (1) to (4) include municipalities with populations below 100,000

in 2001, whereas column (5) includes municipalities with populations above 100,000. All estimations cor-

respond to unweighted estimates except for column (4), which weighs by current population. Standard

errors are clustered at the municipality level.

585

As expected, the OLS specifications underestimate the effect. Without fixed effects the OLS spec-

ification imply that a 10 percent increase in the female-to-male ratio increases the math gender gap

by 0.003 of a standard deviation. This parameter decreases when including fixed effects. Such a small

magnitude is caused by double causality that downward biases the coefficient. Once the estimation is

corrected using 2SLS, the parameter of interest increases dramatically. Columns (3) to (5) estimate that590

a 10 percent increase in the female-to-male ratio increases the gap by 0.05 to 0.06 of a standard deviation.

Is this a big or a rather small effect? Recall first that the female-to-male ratio increases 30 percent in

Colombia from the first to the last grade of high school (from 0.9 to 1.2, as figure 3 suggests), and that

Colombia’s math gender gap in PISA was of about 0.3 of a standard deviation. The results of table 6595

imply that, on average, a 30 percent increase in the female-to-male ratio is equivalent to an increase in

30Controls included: total population; ratio of rural to urban population; total number of births; and municipality’s
total income in Colombian pesos
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Table 6: The Effect of Sample Selection (Rjt) on the Math Gender Gap

OLS 2SLS

No Controls Controls Unweighted Weighted Pop. > 100k
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln(Rjt) 0.032*** 0.010 0.612** 0.652** 0.541**
(0.010) (0.010) (0.283) (0.318) (0.272)

û -0.602** -0.642** -0.530*
(0.283) (0.318) (0.273)

Observations 13,544 13,544 13,544 13,544 14,201
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Municipalities 1,036 1,036 1,036 1,083
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ln(Rjt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio in the sample of students taking the test.
The dependent variable is the gender gap defined as male mean minus female mean. Column (1) and
(2) present OLS estimates in the full sample. Columns (3) to (5) present 2SLS using a control function
approach as shown in equation 5, and use equation 4 as first stage. Column (3) is an unweighted
regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a population smaller
than 100,000 at 2001. Column (4) weights each municipality observation by its population. Column
(5) is the same as column (3) but includes municipalities with a population over 100,000. Columns (2)
to (5) include municipality fixed effects. All the specifications include year fixed effects. Municipality
controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total number of births, and
the municipality’s total income. All specifications exclude municipalities with less than 15 test takers.
Standard errors are clustered at the municipality level and in parentheses. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, ***
p<0.001.

the math gender gap of 0.15 to 0.18 of a standard deviation. Hence, sample selection explains between

50 percent and 60 percent of Colombia’s math gender gap as measured by PISA 2012.

6.3. Robustness Checks

The previous estimation may raise some concerns if the timing of FA is endogenous (i.e. correlated600

with the math gender gap). Although the estimation strategy includes municipality fixed effects, it may

still be the case that the estimated effect captures differences in the timing of the treatment instead of the

actual effect. To test that this is not the case I present estimates of an event study analysis of FA on the

math gender gap. The estimated equation includes dummies for years before and after FA assignment,

time-varying characteristics, and municipality and year fixed effects as independent variables. Following605

Kline (2011), I impose restrictions on the ending points (-3 in the left and 6 on the right) because of

the unbalanced nature of FA implementation. This restriction reduces the colilnearity between the time

dummies and the year fixed effects.

610

Figure 6 plots the coefficients for the time dummies. The excluded dummy corresponds to one year

before FA implementation; as a result, all the coefficients should be compared to it. As expected there are

no significant differences in the math gender gap in the years previous to FA implementation, although the

number of periods is very limited because of data availability. After FA implementation the coefficients
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increase, revealing positive and significant effects. The results suggest that FA implementation may not615

have been correlated with the math gender gap, and that FA had, indeed, induced an increase on the

gap.

Figure 6: Event Study Analysis of the Math Gender Gap Relative to FA Implementation

Note: The dots over the solid line correspond to point estimates of a municipality-year
level regression of the math gender gap on a series of event-time dummies that equals
one for every period relative to FA implementation. The regression includes year and
municipality fixed effects, and controls for total population, the ratio of rural to urban
population, the total number of births, and municipaliy’s total income. The sample
includes municipalities with more than 15 students taking the test. Standard errors
are clustered at the municipality level and in parentheses.

In addition to this test, appendix table B..2 presents estimates of the estimation of the reduced form

including only pre-treatment observations and using placebo dummies as treatment one and two years620

before the actual FA implementation. As expected there are not significant differences between treated

and untreated municipalities before FA implementation. This again suggests that FA was implemented

exogenously and not targeted using gender test score differences.

A second concern with the proposed strategy is that Rjt may not capture sample selection but instead

measures family preferences for boys, and therefore a spurious correlation with test scores. To circumvent

this challenge I follow Bound and Turner (2007) and compute the gender- enrollment rate using the ratio

of the number of test takers to the cohort size for each gender in each municipality and year. I then

compute the log of the ratio of the female to the male enrollment rate. Formally, I define this measure

as:

ln

[
F
F 0

M
M0

]
jt

= lnRjt − lnR0
jt

F and M corresponds to the number of female and male test takers, respectively, whereas F 0 and M0 are625
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the gender cohort sizes. Note that F 0 and M0 are computed ideally as the number of girls and boys born

in the cohort of test takers by each municipality and year. In other words, these numbers correspond to

the number of girls and boys born 16 to 18 years earlier in each municipality (The common ages at which

students take the exam are 16 to 18.) Unfortunately, these data are not available for all the necessary

years, so a data imputation will be necessary. A plausibly equally valid alternative, however, is to esti-630

mate R0
jt = F 0

M0 as the gender ratio of newborns in the current (t) and two previous years (t−1, and t−2)

in each municipality. As shown in Appendix figure B.2, R0
jt is a number relatively constant and equal to

0.95, that has not changed in Colombia at least since the 1970s. Thus, instead of using imputed data I

use the gender ratio of newborns in the last three years, which is a very close measure of the gender ratio

16 to 18 years before. For instance, R0
jt is computed for the 2013 cohort as the sum of the number of fe-635

males born from 2010 to 2013 divided by the number of males born in the same years in municipality j.31

Table 7 presents the estimation of equation 5 using lnRjt − lnR0
jt as the endogenous variable and

the math gender gap as the outcome. The table follows the same structure as table 6 and presents OLS

and 2SLS point estimates, as well as weighted and unweighted results. The estimates suggest that a 10640

percent increase in sample selection increases the gap by 0.09 to 0.11 of a standard deviation. These

magnitudes correspond to 90 to 100 percent of the observed math gender gap in PISA 2012, which are less

conservative estimates compared to using the female-to-male ratio (Rjt) among test takers exclusively.

A final remaining concern is the potential effect of sample selection on the reading gender gap. If

sample selection truly affects the math gender gap, then it should also affect the reading gender gap645

since both test score measures would suffer from the same selection issues. I therefore estimate equation

5 but using the reading gender gap as the dependent variable.32 The results are presented in Table 8,

where I again follow the same table structure as in Table 6.

These estimates on the reading gender gap suggest again a positive relationship between the gender650

selection and the gender difference in test scores. The estimated magnitudes are similar to the ones

observed for the math gender gap, and suggest an increase of the reading gender gap in favor of the boys

of around 0.05 to 0.06 of a standard deviation for a 10 percent increase in Rjt.

31I additionally present the results in appendix table B.3 using R0
jt defined as the ratio of female-to-male newborns

exclusively in year t. The results are similar although some precision is lost, presumably because of a small loss in
observations, although the new magnitudes remain close to the estimates in Table 6.

32The gender gap in reading is computed by taking the average between the language and the philosophy components
of the test. Both tests require high reading levels, and are available for all the 13 years of data.
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Table 7: Measuring Sample Selection in an Alternative Way

OLS 2SLS

Unweighted Weighted Pop. > 100k
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln(Rjt)− ln(R0
jt) 0.025*** 0.019** 1.106** 1.019** 0.930**

(0.007) (0.008) (0.482) (0.503) (0.442)
û -1.088** -1.004** -0.911**

(0.482) (0.503) (0.442)

Observations 12,937 12,937 12,937 12,937 13,594
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Municipalities 1,034 1,034 1,034 1,081
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ln(Rjt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio in the sample of students taking the
test. ln(R0

jt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio of newborns at year t, t − 1, and t − 2 in
municipality j. The dependent variable is the gender gap defined as male mean minus female mean.
Column (1) and (2) present OLS estimates in the full sample. Columns (3) to (5) present 2SLS using
a control function approach as shown in equation 5, and use equation 4 as first stage. Column (3)
is an unweighted regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a
population smaller than 100,000 at 2001. Column (4) weights each municipality observation by its
population. Column (5) is the same as column (3) but includes municipalities with a population over
100,000. Columns (2) to (5) include municipality fixed effects. All the specifications include year fixed
effects. Municipality controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total
number of births, and the municipality’s total income. All specifications exclude municipalities with
less than 15 test takers. Standard errors are clustered at the municipality level and in parentheses. *p
<0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.

Table 8: The Effect of Sample Selection (Rjt) on the Reading Gender Gap

OLS 2SLS

No Controls Controls Unweighted Weighted Pop. > 100k
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln(Rjt) -0.000 0.008 0.467* 0.578* 0.489*
(0.009) (0.009) (0.279) (0.318) (0.268)

û -0.458 -0.570* -0.481*
(0.279) (0.318) (0.268)

Observations 13,544 13,544 13,544 13,544 14,201
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Municipalities 1,036 1,036 1,036 1,083
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ln(Rjt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio in the sample of students taking the test.
The dependent variable is the gender gap in reading defined as male mean minus female mean. Reading
scores are computed as the average results between the language and philosophy sections of Saber 11.
Column (1) and (2) present OLS estimates in the full sample. Columns (3) to (5) present 2SLS using
a control function approach as shown in equation 5, and use equation 4 as first stage. Column (3)
is an unweighted regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a
population smaller than 100,000 at 2001. Column (4) weights each municipality observation by its
population. Column (5) is the same as column (3) but includes municipalities with a population over
100,000. Columns (2) to (5) include municipality fixed effects. All the specifications include year fixed
effects. Municipality controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total
number of births, and the municipality’s total income. All specifications exclude municipalities with
less than 15 test takers. Standard errors are clustered at the municipality level and in parentheses. *p
<0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.
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7. Is the Math Gender Gap Caused by Low Skilled Males Dropout?

I next investigate how the relationship between the sample selection and the gap plays out across655

schooling grades. Previous literature has highlighted that the gap increases monotonically (i.e., never

decreases) with each additional schooling grade, but this pattern has not previously been linked to po-

tential selective dropout. In this section, I thus provide evidence about the relationship between the

monotonic increase in the gap with age and the sample selection. I then use Lee (2009) non-parametric

bounds to simulate the selection process across schooling grades, and to determine if selection can be660

caused by selective dropout among low achieving male students.

7.1. The Math Gender Gap’s Monotonic Increase and the Missing Boys

Fryer and Levitt (2010), Bharadwaj et al. (2016), Contini et al. (2017) found for the United States,

Chile, and Italy that the math gender gap increases monotonically with each additional high school665

grade. However, none of them tested if this increase was related to sample selection. In table 9 I present

estimations of equation 8 for students in third, fifth, ninth, and 11th grades in Colombia for 2013.

Specifications in columns (1) to (4) include school-level controls whereas columns (5) to (8) include

school fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the municipality level.

Table 9: The Math Gender Gap’s Monotonic Increase across School Grades (2013 only)

No School Fixed Effects School Fixed Effects
3 grade 5 grade 9 grade 11 grade 3 grade 5 grade 9 grade 11 grade

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1(Male) -0.012** 0.056*** 0.186*** 0.258*** -0.002 0.077*** 0.237*** 0.304***
(0.005) (0.010) (0.014) (0.010) (0.006) (0.011) (0.011) (0.014)

Wealth Index 0.072*** 0.122*** 0.120*** 0.106*** 0.025*** 0.054*** 0.029*** 0.023***
(0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

1(urban) -0.032 0.040 0.144*** 0.084***
(0.023) (0.026) (0.028) (0.022)

1(Public) -0.670*** -0.590*** -0.660*** -0.258***
(0.041) (0.059) (0.064) (0.039)

Constant 0.576*** 0.421*** 0.320*** -0.004 0.017*** -0.034*** -0.106*** -0.139***
(0.046) (0.060) (0.064) (0.051) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006)

Observations 337,193 454,664 347,393 520,771 337,193 454,664 347,393 520,771
School FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: This tables estimates equation 8 using the standardized math test score as dependent variable. Columns (1) to (4)
include school controls, whereas columns (5) to (8) include school fixed effects. The wealth index is computed using a
principal component analysis using only the first loading factor. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.

670

The first four columns report measures of the math gap conditional in some basic covariates, includ-
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ing a standardized measure of wealth.33 The gap is equal to -0.012 standard deviations in third grade,

and it increases monotonically to 0.26 by the end of high school. This amount is equivalent to six to

eight months of schooling (Woessmann, 2016), and the monotonic increase mimics the observed patterns

in the United States, Chile, and Italy (Fryer and Levitt, 2010; Bharadwaj et al., 2016; Contini et al.,675

2017). The magnitude and sign of the other covariates also appear plausible: wealthier students perform

better, as do students in urban and private schools. The last four columns include school fixed effects;

the results do not change.

The gap’s monotonic increase may be explained by cumulative differences in the learning process of680

boys and girls (Fryer and Levitt, 2010), but it may also be attributed to sample selection. In fact, the

math gender gap and the female-to-male ratio increase jointly with each additional schooling year. In

figure 7, I plot the gap and the female-to-male ratio for each school year for 2013.34 The solid lines

depict the math gender gap and the female-to-male ratio, whereas the dashed lines plot male and female

average test scores. The graph suggests that, on average, male students perform better in each additional685

grade, but there is also a smaller relative number of them.

Figure 7: The Math Gender Gap and the Female-to-Male Ratio across School Grades (2013)

Note: The solid lines plot the math gender gap and the female-to-male ratio of test
takers for students evaluated in third, fifth, ninth, and 11th grade. The dashed lines
plot the male and the female average test score results separately. The shaded area
corresponds to the 95% confidence interval around the math gender gap. The left axis
displays the scale for the gap, whereas the right axis the scale for the female-to-male
ratio.

33This wealth index is computed using a principal component analysis of several home possessions. I use only the first
loading. The index is standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation one.

34Unfortunately, these data is not for the same cohort. In appendix figure B.3, however, I show that the math gender
gap and the female-to-male ratio behave very similar for students in three different cohorts -2009, 2012, and 2013. It is
then possible to potentially assume that the behavior across cohorts is not very different.
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Moreover, the sample of males in each school year differs also monotonically with respect to the

sample of female students. Figure 8 plots the wealth index for each gender in each school grade. The

solid line presents the gender difference in wealth, whereas the dashed lines display each gender’s value.690

The wealth gender difference in third grade is of about 0.03 standard deviations, and it increases up to

0.2 standard deviations in ninth grade and 0.16 in 11th grade. Therefore, the sample of male students

is wealthier on average compared to the sample of females, and this difference increases across schooling

grades.

Figure 8: Wealth Index Evolution across School Grades (2013)

Note: This graph presents the average wealth index for students in third, fifth,
ninth, and 11th grade. The dashed lines represent the wealth index for both genders
separately. The solid line is the difference between these two. The shaded area cor-
responds to the 95% confidence interval around the difference of the wealth indexes.
The wealth index is computed using a principal component analysis of the student’s
household belongings. One factor loading used for the computation of the index.

695

These wealth gender differences indicate that male students get richer in more advanced grades (or

families with female students get poorer), which is something implausible. A more realistic and valid

interpretation suggests that poorer male students drop out faster compared to their female counterpart

and to wealthier peers. Recall from table 9 the positive and systematic correlation between wealth and

test scores. Hence, male students with usual low test scores are missing, and this may drive the existence700

of the math gender gap.

7.2. Bounding the Math Gender Gap

The observed gender distributions may not be comparable across schooling grades. I thus estimate

Lee (2009) non-parametric bounds to assure comparability and rule out sample selection. These bounds
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trim the samples such that gender proportions are equated across grades. The bounds assume that705

selection only occurs in one of the genders, that it takes place in one particular direction (either the best

or the worst students drop), and that it is observable.35

Test score data only include enrolled students, and so selective dropout is unobserved. To deal with

this, I assume that the true distribution is the one observed in third grade, and then trim the samples

in further grades according to that distribution. To match the distributions to those observed in third

grade, I trim the female samples such that the proportion of males in each grade increases. Formally,

the Lee bounds correspond to:

∆LT =E[YM |X]− E[Y F |X,Y F ≥ Yqf ]

∆UT =E[YM |X]− E[Y F |X,Y F ≤ Y(1−qf )]

Such that Yqf ≡ F−1f (qf ) with Ff the cumulative distribution function of Y F , and qf = F−M
F . M and

F are the total number of male and female test takers, respectively, and X corresponds to a vector of710

observed characteristics. Note that the bounds estimate the math gender gap assuming that any selection

has taken place, and they correspond to the sample analogue of equation 3.

It is necessary to estimate lower (∆LT ) and upper bounds (∆UT ) depending on how selection is

assumed to occur. In particular, selection may be caused either on the bottom or the top tail of the715

distribution. The former assumes that the worst male students drop out, whereas the latter assumes the

opposite case, in which the best male students drop out.

Table 10 presents the estimation of the Lee bounds. The proportion of male students in third grade

is equal to 51.4 percent, and decreases to 50.5 percent in fifth grade, 47 percent in ninth grade, and 46720

percent in 11th grade. Therefore, the trimmed samples in all grades include a male proportion of 51.4

percent computed by trimming girls either on the top or the bottom part of the distribution. Bold num-

bers correspond to true data parameters -and match the values in table 9-, whereas the rest correspond

to simulated bounds. Columns (1)-(4) do not include school fixed effects; columns (5) to (8) do.

725

The 11th grade lower bound falls between -0.058 and 0.014, depending if school fixed effects are in-

cluded. The observed gap in third grade - a number between -0.002 and -0.012 - falls within this interval.

Note that this also takes place for fifth and ninth grades when assuming lower tail selection. However,

35Lee (2009) explains in detail how the bounds work in the case where selection is observed and derives all their
properties.
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Table 10: Non-Parametric Bounds of the Math Gender Gap Assuming Third Grade Distribution

No School Fixed Effects School Fixed Effects
3 grade 5 grade 9 grade 11 grade 3 grade 5 grade 9 grade 11 grade

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

∆LT -.012 -.003 -.016 -.058 -.002 .033 .086 .014
[.005] [.016] [.035] [.019] [.006] [.015] [.025] [.023]

∆UT -.012 .131 .460 .598 -.002 .122 .401 .533
[.005] [.0170] [.036] [.037] [.006] [.015] [.024] [.027]

Note: This table presents the estimation of the math gender gap using Lee (2009) non-
parametric bounds, where the female samples in fifth, ninth, and 11th grade are trimmed such
that the proportion of males is equal to 51.4%. The lower tail estimates trim the left tail of the
distributions, whereas the upper tail trims the upper tail. Bold numbers correspond to true
data observations. The specifications used replicate all the specifications of table 9. Standard
errors clustered at the municipality level and in brackets.

when upper tail selection is assumed then the observed gap in third grade is not close to any of the

estimated bounds.730

In general, the upper-tail estimates of the bounds do not replicate the observed gap in third grade,

whereas the lower-tail estimates replicate the gap fairly closely. In fact, it is more reasonable to believe

that lower-performing students drop out because they have smaller expected benefit from schooling. The

model presented in section 3 explains why it is expected that lower-ability students drop out the most.735

This fact is corroborated by a big body of literature that explains how underprivileged kids, who usually

have worst test scores, drop out faster.36

If lower-tail selection is assumed then the mathematics gap between the genders may be potentially

explained by sample selection. These estimates validate the results of the model in section 3 and the740

empirical results in section 6, and they pose strong evidence supporting the fact the sample selection,

and gender differentiated costs of time, may explain a very significant part of the math gap.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, I document the relationship between sample selection and the gender gap in math

scores. Literature has proposed multiple explanations for this gender gap, but none has quantified the745

potential effects of sample selection. In developing countries, sample selection warrants scrutiny issue

because dropout rates are high, even in early years of school, and because lower-performing students

usually drop out first. I use a simple model to explain why differences in the opportunity cost of school-

ing may explain the magnitude of the gap in math between male and female students in advanced school

grades. In countries where it is more costly for one gender to continue to study, this gap may be overes-750

36Papers like Heckman and LaFontaine (2010), Murnane (2013), Bassi et al. (2015), and many other document that
minority and poorer students are most likely to drop out of school.
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timated/underestimated.

I also estimate the effect of sample selection on the gap by using an exogenous variation caused by

a conditional cash transfer program aimed at keeping children in school for more years. I use the ratio

of female-to-male students taking the test as a proxy for sample selection. The first stage results show755

that the program, Familias en Accion, increased female enrollment more than male enrollment; these

results replicate other estimates in the literature. The second-stage analysis shows that a 10 percent

increase in sample selection increases the math gap between the genders by 0.05 to 0.07 standard devi-

ations. These magnitudes correspond to 50 percent to 60 percent of Colombia’s gender-related math gap.

760

The results of this paper are new and may help explain why the literature has not been able to

fully explain the math gender gap. Fryer and Levitt (2010), Bharadwaj et al. (2016), and Contini et al.

(2017) show, for the United States, Chile and Italy that the gap does not exist at all in the first years of

schooling, but it increases with each additional grade. They test multiple hypotheses, but their results

are not conclusive about the determinants of the phenomenon. In this paper, I show that in Colombia765

this gap also increases monotonically, but the sample of test takers changes with each additional grade.

This may be related to gender-differentiated costs of schooling that can determine the magnitude of the

gap because of sample selection. My hypothesis, therefore, complements previous literature, and helps

to enhance understanding of why the existence of the gap has been so difficult to explain.

770

It is worth noting, that these results apply only to Colombia. The situation in any other country

may not necessarily be the same. For instance, in some African countries, female students may drop out

faster, and this may be explained by labor market outcomes as well. In these cases, however, the gender

gap in math would not be expected to be overestimated, but instead underestimated.

775

Replications of this analysis are needed for other countries. There are big policy implications of

understanding the source of a gender gap in math test scores and skills. The belief that females for some

reason have lower levels of math skills has implications about student performance and about teaching

the subject of math more broadly. The gender wage gap, for instance, may be an outgrowth of this. The

impact may affect not only current generations but also the future ones. A big body of literature suggests780

that low outcomes of the mother affect, in big magnitude, her child’s well-being. Thus, understanding

the degree to which gender academic differences exist, and understanding the sources of such gaps are

necessary when designing education policies.
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Appendices

A. Mathematical Appendix

A.1. Setting

Denote by L the total labor force that is a continuum of agents divided among women and men. L

has a total measure of two such that L =
∫
dFM (YM )+

∫
dFF (Y F ) = 2 and

∫
dFG(Y G) = 1. Formally,

young workers solve the following optimization problem:

max
C,S

U(C, S) s.t C + psS ≤ wG0 (1− S) + βE[w1(S, θ)] + V + φ(S) (A1)

ps is the price of schooling, wG0 is the wage obtained at childhood, E[w1(S, θ)] represents future expected

wages, φ(S) is a subsidy that depends on the amount of schooling such that φ′(S) > 0, V is endowed860

household wealth, and β ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor. Note that S is related to the amount of effort

the student puts. In this setup the marginal disutility of schooling (UGS ) captures the cost whereas

E[w1(S, θ)] captures the benefit of students’ effort.

Individuals in the first periods -childhood- may work in different sectors depending on their gender.

Both sectors are assumed heterogeneous in productivity in order to capture gender differences in the

opportunity cost of schooling. Formally, the production functions for both sector are the following:

ΠM
0 = γH(LM0 )− wF0 LF0 ΠF

0 = H(LF0 )− wM0 LM0

where LM0 and LF0 are the total number of male and female workers hired during childhood, respectively,865

and wM0 and wF0 are gender specific wages. Firms have positive but decreasing returns to scale captured

by the following expressions: H ′(.) > 0 and H ′′(.) < 0. The parameter γ captures the difference in

productivity among both sectors.

In the second period -adulthood- individuals provide labor inelastically and are hired in a competitive

market. Denote by L1 the number of workers hired in this period. Firm’s profit from individual’s human

capital (Yi). Its profits are formally expressed by:

Π1 = (E[Yi]− w1)L1

Worker’s productivity depends on schooling and ability. Note that this profits are ex-ante profits. In870

other words these are the profits the firm expects to receive at the moment of deciding how many workers

to hire. Furthermore, I assume E[Y Gi ] > γH ′(LG0 ) > 0 for G ∈ {F,M}, or, in words, firms in the second
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period are more productive.

A.2. Equilibrium

In the second period, firms maximize profits and offer a wage w∗1 = E[Yi]. In the first period, firms

also maximize profits and offer wages equivalent to wF∗0 = H ′(LF0 ), and wM∗0 = γH ′(LM0 ). Workers

during during childhood maximize utility, and its corresponding lagrangian will be:

Λ(C, S) = U(C, S) + λ(w0(1− S) + βE[Yi(S, θ)] + V − psS − C + φ(S))

FOC:

[C] : UC = λ

[S] : US = −λ
[
−w0 + β

∂E[Y ]

∂S
− ps + φ′(S)

]
[BC] : pSS = w0(1− L− S) + βα1 + V

From the FOC:

−US
UC

= w0 + ps − β
∂E[Y ]

∂S
− φ′(S)

Note that US is negative, so the derivative includes a negative sign so that US reflects the disutility

of schooling. The optimal S∗i is obtained solving for ∂E[Y ]
∂S , replacing ∂E[Y ]

∂S = α1 + 2α2Si + α3θ
G
i from

equation 1, and using the fact that US < 0:

S∗i =
UC(w0 + ps − φ′(S))− βUC(α1 + α3θ

G
i ) + US

2α2βUC

Note that T (WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S)) is the minimum ability a student needs to have for schooling to be profitable.875

Consider now the agents that choose SGi > 0. If α2 < 0, then the following condition holds for all the

workers that consume a positive amount of schooling:

θGi >
(wG0 + µG) + ps − φ′(S)− βα1

βα3
≡ TG(WG

0 , µ
G, φ′(S))

Such that µG =
(
UG

S

UG
C

)
. Note that LM0 =

∫ TM (.)

0
fM (Y )dY and LF0 =

∫ TF (.)

0
fG(Y )dY . Moreover, note

that TW0(WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S)) and Tµ(WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S) are non negative. Also, Tφ(WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S)) ≤ 0.
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Lets now think on childhood labor supply (LGi
∗
) which is equal to (1− S∗i ). Solving, I obtain:

LG0
∗

=
−H ′G(.)− ps + µG + φ′(S) + β(2α2 + α1 − α3θ

G
i )

β2α2

Note that an increase in the subsidy decreases LG0 , and this decrease is higher for females:

∂LG0
∗

∂φ′(S)
=
−H ′G(.)− ps + µG + φ′(S) + β(2α2 + α1 − α3θ

G
i )

β2α2

∂LG0
∗

∂φ′(S)
=
−H ′′G(.)

∂LG
0

∂φ′(S) + 1

2βα2

⇐⇒ ∂LG0
∗

∂φ′(S)
=

1

2βα2 +H ′′G(.)
< 0

And if γ ≥ 1, then γH ′′M (.) < H ′′F (.) < 0, then
∣∣∣ ∂LF

0
∗

∂φ′(S)

∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣ ∂LM
0
∗

∂φ′(S)

∣∣∣.880

A.3. Proofs of Propositions

From section 3 the true math gender gap (MGG∗) is equivalent to:

MGG∗ = E
[
YM

]
− E

[
Y F
]

=

∫ 1

0

YMi dFM (Y )−
∫ 1

0

Y Fi dF
F (Y )

The observed math gender gap will be then equivalent to the MGG∗ only among observed students:

MGG = E
[
YM

∣∣ θMi > TM (.)]− E
[
Y F |θFi > TF (.)

]
= E

[
α1(SMi − Si) + α2(SMi

2 − SFi
2
) + α3(SMi θ

M
i − SFi θFi ) + α4(θMi − θFi )|θMi ≥ TM , θFi ≥ TF

]

The conditions from section 3.3 are formally expressed as:

1. γ > 1

2. (WM
0 − µM ) ≥ (WF

0 − µF )885

3. FG = U [0, 1]

4. α4 ≥ α2
3(2(T

M+TF )−1)+3α1α3

6(−α2)

The proofs for propositions 1 to 5 are presented as follows:

Proposition 1.

If males are more productive than females (γ > 1) during childhood, then W
M

0 > W
F

0 and MGG∗ > 0.890

Proof:

E[MGG∗] =E
[
α1(SMi − Si) + α2(SMi

2 − SFi
2
) + α3(SMi θ

M
i − SFi θFi ) + α4(θMi − θFi )|θMi ≥ TM , θFi ≥ TF

]
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Note first that:

SMi =
wM0 − µM + ps − φ′(S)− βα1 − βα3θ

M
i

β2α2
=
βα3T

M − βα3θ
M
i

β2α2
=
α3(TM − θMi )

2α2

And

E[SMi |TM ] =
α3(TM − E[θMi |TM ])

2α2
=
α3

(
TM − TM+1

2

)
2α2

=
α3

(
TM − 1

)
4α2

So

E[SMi |TM ]− E[SFi |TF ] =
α3

(
TM − 1

)
4α2

−
α3

(
TF − 1

)
4α2

=
α3

(
TM − TF

)
4α2

Now, recall that θ ∼ U [0, 1], so square terms will be equal to:

SMi
2

=
α2
3(TM − θMi )2

4α2
2

=
α2
3(TM

2
+ θMi

2 − 2θMi T
M )

4α2
2

And,

E[SMi
2|TM ] =

α2
3(TM − 1)2

12α2
2

So,

E[SMi
2|TM ]− E[SFi

2|TF ] =
α2
3[(TM − 1)2 − (TF − 1)2]

12α2
2

Now, focusing on the third term:

E[SMi θ
M
i − SFi θFi |TM , TF ] =

α3

12α2

(
TM

2 − TF 2
+ TM − TF

)
Adding the first three terms:

α1E[(SMi − SFi )T ] + α2E[(SMi
2 − SFi

2
)|T ] + α3(E[SMi θ

M
i |TM ]− E[SFi θ

F
i |TF ])

= 3α1

[
α3

(
TM − TF

)
12α2

]
+

[
α2
3[(TM − 1)2 − (TF − 1)2]

12α2

]
+

α2
3

12α2

[
(TM

2 − TF 2
+ TM − TF )

]

Focusing only in the numerator:

3α1α3

(
TM − TF

)
+ α2

3[(TM − 1)2 − (TF − 1)2] + α2
3(TM

2 − TF 2
) + α2

3(TM − TF )

= α3

[
3α1

(
TM − TF

)
+ α3[(2TM

2 − 2TF
2
)− (TM − TF )]

]
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Adding the fourth term:

E[MGG∗] = α3

[
3α1

(
TM − TF

)
+ α3[(2TM

2 − 2TF
2
)− (TM − TF )]

]
12α2

+ α4

(
TM − TF

2

)
=

(TM − TF )
[
3α1α3 + 2α2

3(TM + TF )− (α2
3 − 6α2α4)

]
12α2

For this to be positive, we need:

α4 ≥
α2
3(2(TM + TF )− 1) + 3α1α3

6(−α2)

Proposition 2.

Schooling subsidies increase enrollment indistinct of gender, or formally TGφ (.) < 0.

Proof: Using 2 and replacing the equilibrium wages yields the following expression:

T (WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S)) =
H ′G(.) + ps − φ′(S)− βα1 − µG

βα3

Such that H ′M (.) = γ
∂H(LM

0 )

∂LM
0

< 0, H ′F (.) =
∂H(LF

0 )

∂LF
0

< 0, and H ′M (.) < H ′F (.). Then, differentiating with

respect to φ′(S):

T (WG
0 , µ

G, φ′(S))

∂φ′(S)
=
H ′′G(.)

∂LG
0

∂φ′(S) − 1

βα3
=

H′′G(.)

2βα2+H′′(G)
− 1

βα3
< 0

An increase in the subsidy reduces Tφ(.) for both genders, and this implies that more low ability students enroll

in school.895

Proposition 3.

If γ > 1, then a subsidy enrolls more females than males and MGG∗ increases furthermore. Formally, this means

that
∣∣TFφ (.)

∣∣ > ∣∣TMφ (.)
∣∣.

Proof: If γ > 1, then:

∣∣∣TFφ (.)
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣TMφ (.)

∣∣∣
because H ′′M (.) = H ′′F (.) (differences in productivity between genders is captured exclusively by γ).

Proposition 4.900

If the gender gap in youth employment or in youth wages increase, then MGG∗ also increases.

Proof: If the gender gap in youth employment or wages increases, it means that either TM (.) increased or

TF (.) decreased. In both cases MGG∗ will increase.

Proposition 5.

Female students get more schooling than males students.905

Proof: From the model derivation it is straightforward to see that SFi ≥ SMi .
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B. Figures and Tables

Appendix Figure B .1: Math Gender Gap and Reading Gender Gap for 15-Year Old Students in PISA 2009

(a) Math Gender Gap

(b) Reading Gender Gap

Note: Appendix Figure B.1a and Figure B.1b present the math and the reading gender gap, respectively, estimated using
PISA 2009. The female average results is subtracted from the male average result. Results are standardized to have mean
zero and standard deviation one within each test. Provided sample weights are used. Colombia corresponds to the bold
columns in the graphs.
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Appendix Figure B .2: Female-to-Male Ratio at the Moment of Birth

Note: Each dot on the line represents the number of females born divided by the
number of males born in Colombia for each year.

Appendix Figure B .3: The Math Gender Gap and the Female-to-Male Ratio Evolution (Multiple Years)
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Appendix Table B .1: Effect of FA on Exam Takers and Enrollment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Exam Takers Enrolled Primary Secondary Seniors Public

Treatment: 1(if Fea) 0.033** 0.009 0.012* 0.038*** 0.027* 0.010*
(0.014) (0.006) (0.007) (0.010) (0.014) (0.006)

Constant 4.955*** 7.748*** 6.950*** 6.517*** 5.697*** 7.699***
(0.201) (0.082) (0.089) (0.132) (0.183) (0.086)

Observations 14,292 14,292 14,292 14,292 14,292 14,292
Number of Municipalities 1,039 1,039 1,039 1,039 1,039 1,039
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: This table estimates equation 4 on multiple outcomes. Columns (1) uses as dependent variable the log of the total
numbers of exam takers. Column (2) uses the log of total number of enrolled students. Columns (3) to (5) use the log
total number of students in primary, secondary, and the last two years of schooling (seniors). Columns (6) includes the
log of the number of students in public schools. Municipality controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban
population, total number of births, and the municipality’s total income. All specifications include year and municipalities
fixed effects, and exclude municipalities with population bigger than 100,000. Standard errors in parentheses and clustered
at the municipality level. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, *** p<0.001.

Appendix Table B .2: Placebo Test using Dummies One and Two Years Prior to FA

One Year Before Two Years Before

No Controls Controls No Controls Controls
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Placebo: 1(X years before treatment) -0.003 0.023 -0.003 0.035
(0.011) (0.017) (0.011) (0.022)

Observations 2,855 2,855 2,855 2,855
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Municipalities 978 978
Municipality Controls Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes

Note: All columns use the math gender gap as dependent variable. Columns (1) and (2) use as dependent
variable a placebo dummy that takes the value of one if the municipality was assigned to FA one year later.
Columns (2) and (4) use as dependent variable a placebo dummy that takes the value of one if the municipality
was assigned to FA two years later. All the specifications include observations before being actually treated.
Column (2) and (4) include municipality fixed effects. Municipality controls include total population, the ratio of
rural to urban population, total number of births, and the municipality’s total income. All specifications include
year fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses and clustered at the municipality level. *p <0.10, **p<0.5,
*** p<0.001.
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Appendix Table B .3: Measuring Sample Selection in an Alternative Way

OLS 2SLS

No Controls Controls Unweighted Weighted Pop.>100k
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

ln(Rjt)− ln(R0
jt) 0.011* -0.001 0.509* 0.842* 0.428

(0.006) (0.006) (0.292) (0.469) (0.274)
û -0.510* -0.839* -0.429

(0.292) (0.469) (0.274)

Observations 12,551 12,551 12,551 12,551 13,208
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Municipalities 1,028 1,028 1,028 1,075
Municipality Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Municipality FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: ln(Rjt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio in the sample of students taking the test.
ln(Pjt) is the natural log of the female-to-male ratio of newborns at year t in municipality j. The
dependent variable is the gender gap defined as male mean minus female mean. Column (1) and (2)
present OLS estimates in the full sample. Columns (3) to (5) present 2SLS using a control function
approach as shown in equation 5, and use equation 4 as first stage. Column (3) is an unweighted
regression that includes all the municipalities with more than 15 test takers and a population smaller
than 100,000 at 2001. Column (4) weights each municipality observation by its population. Column
(5) is the same as column (3) but includes municipalities with a population over 100,000. Columns (2)
to (5) include municipality fixed effects. All the specifications include year fixed effects. Municipality
controls include total population, the ratio of rural to urban population, total number of births, and
the municipality’s total income. All specifications exclude municipalities with less than 15 test takers.
Standard errors are clustered at the municipality level and in parentheses. *p <0.10, **p<0.5, ***
p<0.001.
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